### Academy of Psychological Clinical Science (APCS)

**Thursday, May 26**
8:00 AM – 12:00 PM

**Chicago Ballroom X**

**Meeting of the Academy of Psychological Clinical Science**

Representatives and interested faculty members from clinical science training programs that have been accepted into membership to the Academy are invited to attend. A Continental breakfast will be served at 8:00 AM, and the meeting will begin at 8:30 AM.

### American College of Professional Neuropsychology (ACPN) Workshops

**Thursday, May 26**
9:00 AM – 12:00 PM

**Streeterville**

**Introduction to Neuropsychological Assessment**

Arthur M. Horton, American College of Professional Neuropsychology

**Thursday, May 26**
1:30 PM – 4:30 PM

**Streeterville**

**Neuropsychology of Drug Abuse, Pathological Gambling and Sex Addiction**

Patricia A. Pimental, American College of Professional Neuropsychology

ACPN maintains responsibility for this program and its content. Workshop participants are expected to have some prior training and experience in neuropsychology assessment. Participation in this workshop is not a sufficient basis to engage in professional practice in this area. The cost of the workshop is $60 to professionals (check payable to “ACPN”) and free to psychology graduate students registered for the APS Convention. Each workshop is offered for 3 hours of Continuing Education Credits (CEs). ACPN is approved by the American Psychological Association (APA) to sponsor continuing education for psychologists.

### Association of Heads of Departments of Psychology (AHDP)

**Friday, May 27**
11:00 AM – 12:00 PM

**Streeterville**

**Association of Heads of Departments of Psychology (AHDP): Conversation Hour for Current and Prospective Members, Including Topics of Special Interest for the Next AHDP Conference**

Gary Packard, U.S. Air Force Academy

Nathalie Coté, Belmont Abbey College

Are you a department chair or prospective chair? Would you like an opportunity to socialize and network with other chairs? The Association of Heads of Departments of Psychology (AHDP; http://ahdp.us/) invites you to join us for a conversation hour for current and prospective members. In addition to networking and refreshments, we will share a bit about AHDP and seek ideas for topics of special interest for our next conference.
A Natural History of Human Morality
Michael Tomasello
$35.00

Why Torture Doesn’t Work
The Neuroscience of Interrogation
Shane O’Mara
$29.95

Social Neuroscience Brain, Mind, and Society
Edited by Russell K. Schutt, Larry J. Seidman, and Matcheri S. Keshavan
$49.95

Governing Behavior
How Nerve Cell Dictatorships and Democracies Control Everything We Do
Ari Berkowitz
$29.95

Animal Electricity
How We Learned That the Body and Brain Are Electric Machines
Robert B. Campenot
$39.95

What Works
Gender Equality by Design
Iris Bohnet
Belknap Press $26.95

Ruling Minds
Psychology in the British Empire
Erik Linstrum
$39.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Evolution and Human Sexual Behavior
Peter B. Gray
Justin R. Garcia
$21.95

Minds Online
Teaching Effectively with Technology
Michelle D. Miller
$17.95

www.hup.harvard.edu Tel: 800.495.1619 Visit booth #205 for a 20% conference discount